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The voluntary delisting of listed companies means listed companies apply for 
Exchange to terminate the stock transaction in a securities market for internal 
considerations. The legislation of voluntary delisting in China has not been 
established, the researches of our scholars are also focused on involuntary delisting. 
Therefore, in the pressure of lacking concepts and rules of voluntary delisting, based 
on the regulatory analysis，comparative analysis and positive analysis, this article 
aims at discussing the perfection of voluntary delisting.  
This article consists of 4 chapters besides the introduction and the conclusion: 
Chapter 1 introduces principle theory of voluntary delisting. Firstly the Chapter 
analyzes the meaning of voluntary delisting and compares with involuntary delisting. 
Secondly the Chapter discusses the value of establishment of voluntary delisting 
system, respectively from economics theories as well as jurisprudence basis of order 
and freedom.   
Chapter 2 analyzes the current status and legal risks of voluntary delisting. 
Restricted by scarcity of shell resource of listed companies and high cost of delisting 
caused by securities issuance system, few listed companies choose to delist from the 
Exchange. The regulations of voluntary delisting systems are not efficiency and clear 
so as that voluntary delisting becomes blind spot of legal supervision. Due to 
complexity of motivation and variety of methods, voluntary delisting would cause 
conflict of interests between different subjects and then emerge legal risks including 
the interests of minority shareholders damaged by controlling shareholders, the 
interests of shareholders damaged by management of listed companies and excessive 
intervention of administrative powers. 
Chapter 3 introduces rules of voluntary delisting system of foreign mature capital 
markets. The author deems that we can design different examination standards applied 















appraisal remedy to perfect the protection of minority shareholders with share 
repurchase system. 
Chapter 4 puts forward recommendations on improving the voluntary delisting 
system of listed companies in China. The author thinks that we should improve the 
contents of voluntary delisting system from standards and procedure. Other 
supporting measures such as establishment of the controlling shareholder fiduciary 
duty, improving the information disclosure mechanism, perfecting the appraisal right 
of dissenters, improving securities litigation mechanism are guarantee of voluntary 
delisting system. 
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